Reentry and Employment for the Formerly Incarcerated and the Role of American Trades Unions

This policy brief explores the effect of under- and un-employment on the formerly incarcerated and how the expertise and structure of American trades unions could provide critical training programs inside and outside of prisons and jails. In this brief, we list some of the funding streams that could support such efforts during incarceration and highlight some current partnerships between organized labor, community advocates, and employers to connect the formerly incarcerated to quality jobs after release.

Work in Good Jobs is a Critical Component to Successfully Reentering Communities After Incarceration

American communities are experiencing massive movements of residents each year as 600,000 people are released from jails and prisons.¹ For these men and women, making a living on the outside is not easy. Evidence indicates that between 60 and 75 percent of the formerly incarcerated remain unemployed up to a year after their release,² and one poll found that more than one-third of all nonworking men between the ages of 25-54 had criminal records.³ Because women workers are concentrated in industries that perform more criminal background checks—retail and caregiving—formerly incarcerated females may have still greater challenges in finding employment.⁴

Unemployment complicates their ability to contribute to families whose economic status and opportunities may have already been severely compromised while the returning citizen was incarcerated.⁵ A study of women released from prisons in Texas found that 18 percent still depended on public assistance 8 to 10 months after their release.⁶ And when the formerly incarcerated do find work, it is all too often in low-wage occupations that continue to hamper their ability to contribute to family incomes; a multi-year study found that prison time lowered wages by up to 20 percent.⁷

However, employment can make all the difference in the lives of people who have been incarcerated, especially if the job pays fair wages and benefits to support the family and provides structured career advancement opportunities.⁸ Unionized jobs offer still more advantages that provide critical support for these workers, including established career pathways leading to middle-class jobs and an established dispute resolution process that can help ensure the returning citizen has an advocate to help negotiate with an employer in the event of any workplace grievances.
Labor Unions Have the Workplace Expertise, Structure, and Relationships to Help the Formerly Incarcerated Find Good Jobs

The labor movement is taking a serious look at its role in addressing the devastating impact of over-criminalization and mass incarceration on those communities already hard hit by unemployment. Union leaders have called for changes in the criminal justice system, noting that “one dumb mistake, one misstep should not ... put someone in prison for decades.” Calling for “mass employment, not mass incarceration,” AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka called for more emphasis on programs to help the formerly incarcerated reintegrate into their communities, including education and job training.

The effects of un- and under-employment for the formerly incarcerated are widespread and bad for our communities. There is a proven formula for decent, safe, fairly paid jobs: labor unions (though their role in helping communities disproportionately impacted by harsh criminal justice laws has been uneven in the past). Economists find that a unionized job comes with a wage premium of almost 14 percent over non-unionized counterparts. And moving formerly incarcerated parents into unionized jobs will pay off for their children as well. Research shows that children experience more economic mobility when they grow up in neighborhoods with higher union membership, and their own incomes may be as much as 28 percent higher if their fathers were in unionized jobs. Furthermore, apprenticeships, which policymakers cite as a crucial tool for preparing the American workforce, are often best run when run by trade unions and staffed by experienced workers.

With their long-standing expertise in the workplace and workforce development, and a well-defined infrastructure of local, regional, and national networks, labor unions are perfectly positioned to take small-scale local efforts to connect the formerly incarcerated to high-quality unionized jobs and replicate them nationally. And with nearly one out of every three Americans having some type of arrest or conviction record, millions of current union members understand all too well the hurdles their loved ones face when trying to reenter our communities. With their established relationships with some of the largest employers in the country, labor unions could serve as critical intermediaries for community advocates seeking to aid the formerly incarcerated to rejoin our communities and the companies that operate in those same neighborhoods and cities, as some in the building and construction trades have done. The organized labor movement can and should be an integral partner in creating pathways home for the men and women leaving our nation’s jails and prisons.

Education and Training Inside Can Prepare People for Good Jobs on the Outside

A 2013 report by the Rand Corporation for the U.S. Department of Justice found that people who participated in either educational or vocational programs while incarcerated had a 13 percent greater chance of finding employment on release than their counterparts who did not participate, but vocational training was especially valuable, resulting in a 28 percent better chance of post-release employment.

Indeed, several notable prison programs operated with the support of union partners have proven especially successful at preparing people for good jobs and careers once they are
The Trade Related Apprenticeship Coaching (TRAC) program at the Washington Corrections Facility for Women is an innovative partnership between three construction trades unions—the Ironworkers, the Carpenters, and the Laborers—and prison officials to ensure that women incarcerated there leave with skills that set them up for further training in well-paying jobs in growing professions. An innovative program developed within the Carpenters Local 1503 to train women under incarceration in Oregon was defunded, but leaders are working to restore the program with alternate supports. Similar programs are in place in California and other Washington facilities, and efforts are underway to establish union-led training in Oregon as well.

These in-prison training programs may be funded by braiding a variety of state and federal grants provided by multiple agencies. Federal grant sources include the following:

- In 2010, the federal government began funding the Second Chance Act Technology Career Training Grant Program, designed to help state and local governments train people incarcerated in prisons, jails, or juvenile detention facilities for technology-based jobs. Participants receive training for 6 to 36 months before release, and are given an individualized reentry plan to ease their transition.

- In 2014, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration and Division of Youth Services announced new competitive “Face Forward” grants for pilot projects giving court-involved youth access to training and credentialing programs. These grants support programs that combine in-demand occupational and employment skills with family supports, mentoring, and expungement and diversion components.

- In February 2015, the U.S. Department of Labor announced $5 million to provide employment services to inmates in county, municipal, or regional correctional facilities. Special American Job Centers would be established inside the facility, and upon release an inmate would be connected to a community-based American Job Center to provide support and follow-up services.

- In August 2015, the U.S. Department of Education, recognizing that laws prohibited many incarcerated men and women from accessing Pell Grant funding, created an Experimental Sites Initiative to examine the potential results of greater flexibility in this funding stream by allowing some higher education providers to partner with federal or state penal institutions to provide higher education and vocational training. The training programs must be targeted to high-demand occupations that will not restrict entry for the formerly incarcerated through exclusionary licensing or occupational certifications.

- And the U.S. Department of Labor’s Reentry Employment Opportunities (REO) program funds pilot projects pre- and post-release that provide mentoring, job training, education, and other supportive services to formerly incarcerated populations.

Increasingly, prison officials also have relationships with large private sector employees to whom they outsource various services in the prisons. Food service, construction, health care,
and education are all among the services that large corporations provide inside state and federal prisons under million dollar contracts.\textsuperscript{23} Prison officials should use those ongoing relationships to open conversations with these employers about committing to proactively recruit the formerly incarcerated for appropriate job openings on the outside.

**Unions, Community Advocates, and Employers Can Help the Transition After Release**

Complementing the work taking place in prisons, building trades unions, community partners, and employers have also worked together to support structured Labor-Management training and apprenticeship programs to train people coming out of prison in union jobs. A number of these programs use the Building Trades pre-apprenticeship training curriculum, known as the Multi-Craft Core Curriculum (MC3), to prepare the formerly incarcerated for opportunities in registered apprenticeships in the construction industry. Even programs that are operating on a small scale are setting helpful examples for how to train workers returning to communities; they merit further investigation and, perhaps, replication, especially in cities disproportionately affected by high incarceration rates.

- The **Northern California Construction Training (NCCT)** has been working for more than 20 years to place the formerly incarcerated and residents of high-risk communities into skilled trades.\textsuperscript{24} Since 2013, the program has partnered with the Sacramento County Probation Department to focus especially on the formerly incarcerated, and they have placed more than 50 probationers into skilled trades, including carpentry, plumbing, heavy machinery operation, and drywalling.\textsuperscript{25} In 2015, 85 percent of the 160 graduates of the NCCT pre-apprenticeship program were placed into construction trade jobs,\textsuperscript{26} and with long-standing strong relationships to numerous trades unions, many of these were union jobs with career ladders and decent wages. NCCT partners include leaders from local and county education departments, probation departments, and community advocacy programs. At present, the NCCT has roughly 250 students, 15 percent of whom are women, but their adult training programs nevertheless have wait lists indicating that there is greater need in Northern California for this type of program. The NCCT has recently adopted the Building Trades’ MC3.

- In Oakland, California, the Building and Construction Trades Council of Alameda County partners with public agencies like CalTRANS, the Federal Housing Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, and with local community colleges to support reentry programs run by a nonprofit called **Cypress Mandela**.\textsuperscript{27} After receiving an EPA grant to conduct training in environmentally friendly construction, Cypress Mandela, which employs the Building Trades MC3, has expanded to train participants in new technologies like solar panels and grey water systems.\textsuperscript{28} Through partnerships with employers and local trades unions, the program seeks to get approximately half of graduates into jobs with unionized contractors.\textsuperscript{29}

- The **Los Angeles/Orange County Building Trades Council** also works with the Flintridge Center, a community-based organization that offers services to local residents in need—including the formerly incarcerated—in Northwest Pasadena and West Altadena, California. In recent years, the
Flintridge Center has partnered with the L.A./Orange County Building Trades to offer the MC3 in order to train previously incarcerated and gang-affiliated community members for careers in the construction trades.

- In Delaware, Local 55 of the Laborers’ International Union of Northern America (LiUNA) stresses community-centered relationships, and consequently has partnered with the Wilmington Central Baptist Community Development Corporation to create a job training program in which local residents with criminal records receive on-the-job training in apprenticeships building local affordable housing units. While in Portland, Oregon, the Laborers’ Local 320 and other building trades unions help place some workers with criminal records into apprenticeships on a local bridge-building project, preparing them to compete for well-paying unionized jobs upon completion.

- Partnerships between labor unions and reentry agencies to provide job preparation outside the building trades are rare, meaning that all too many of the formerly incarcerated—especially women—lack access to this kind of pathway to high-quality jobs. In Chicago, however, two Amalgamated Transit Union locals, 240 and 308, partner with community advocacy groups and the Chicago Transit Authority to provide apprenticeships for those with conviction records. Workers are trained for a variety of positions, including bus and rail car servicers and, as of last year, diesel mechanics. As of 2015, 500 people had completed the training program, with 113 hired on as full-time employees and seven moving into managerial positions. While this is a promising foray into training the formerly incarcerated in non-construction trades, it is important to note that these apprenticeships are not themselves paid at the minimum wage mandated for CTA workers.

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

With millions of members in communities throughout the country, American labor unions no doubt already have members struggling with the challenges of reemployment for the formerly incarcerated or for those with arrest or conviction records. These union workers know all too well the magnitude of the barriers that stand between their loved ones, friends, or neighbors and full integration as productive citizens into our communities.

Labor unions representing workers in all industries and occupations should explore opportunities to use their expertise and relationships to provide quality training and access to jobs for this population. And existing successful training programs, like the hospitality workers’ training programs conducted by Unite HERE in Boston and Los Angeles or labor-management partnerships like that between Philadelphia hospitals and the District 1199C Training and Upgrading Fund, could be adapted to expressly target the formerly incarcerated as part of their outreach and recruitment practices.
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